
Finale from Intertwined 
Lyrics 

CHORUS (ALL): 
Send away the shame 
Let the lessons stay 
We’re gonna rise up 
Not play the blame game 
It’s a new day 
We’re gonna do it our way 
We’re gonna rise up 
Let the Cowra memories stay  
Let the Cowra memories stay 

 

Verse 1 

TEEN GIRL: 
Tomorrow is a new day 
I have learned to face my pain 
I am not afraid 
Of the dark anymore 
I have opened up the door 
And inside of me I will not store 
Hatred of my brothers  
As my enemies 

 

Bridge 
 
ABORIGINAL MAN: 
Hear the wind 
       (Peace is flowing…) 
Through the trees 
      (…like a river…) 
Calls my name 
     (…flowing out for…) 
On the breeze 
   (…you and me….) 
 
Verse 2 
 
AUSTRALIAN SOLDIER: 
So we came here to Cowra 
Turned out to be a place of power 
Where my once enemies I learned to see as friends 
Because hatred paid no dividends 
And if you take just one thing away from this 
 
ABORIGINAL MAN AND AUSTRALIAN SOLIDER:  
Know that we’re still here and we’re not less 
 
AUSTRALIAN SOLDIER: 
Life’s too short, don’t live full of regret 
Lest we forget, lest we forget, lest we forget, lest we forget 
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Send away the shame 
Let the lessons stay 
We’re gonna rise up 
Not play the blame game 
It’s a new day 
We’re gonna do it our way 
We’re gonna rise up 
Let the Cowra memories stay  
Let the Cowra memories stay 

 

Verse 3 

ALL: 
Fight for life 
Fight to win 
Fight for nation’s pride 
Fight for you  
Fight for me 
Fight for your side 
Fight for country 
Fight for us  
Fight to turn the tide 
Fight for place  
Fight for peace 
Fight or hide 
 
ALL: 
Fight for life 
Fight to win 
Fight for nation’s pride 
Fight for you  
Fight for me 
Fight for your side 
Fight for country 
Fight for us  
Fight to turn the tide 
Fight for place  
Fight for peace 
Fight or hide 

 

(SPOKEN): TEEN GIRL, AUSTRALIAN SOLDIER & ABORIGINAL MAN: 

No more what ifs  
Start from today 
Cance your mindset 
Change your ways 
No more shame 
No more silence 
No more hatred 
No more violence 
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CHORUS (ALL): 

Send away the shame 
Let the lessons stay 
We’re gonna rise up 
Not play the blame game 
It’s a new day 
We’re gonna do it our way 
We’re gonna rise up 
Let the Cowra memories stay  
Let the Cowra memories stay 
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